
NEW ART GALLERY
IN SINGAPORE BY
MAISON MIAJA

Many design concepts and collaborative works from Maison Miaja and other artists, 
will eventually be available at MG and the Gallery also hopes to collaborate with local, 
up-and-coming designers and artists who share their vision. MG also aims to inspire 
and educate aspiring designers and artists by partnering with local design and art 
schools to offer their students opportunities to attend free art talks.

Miaja Design Group

Isabelle moved to the States to study and acquire her Interior design training. She 
practiced in Los Angeles on projects that garnered critical acclaim for both Residential 
and Commercial. The projects spanned across the United States, with five star Hotels 
in Toronto and Lake Placid, as well as luxury homes in New York and California.

For Miaja group, the turning point occurred in 1995, when Isabelle relocated to 
Singapore, the design hub of Asia. Now strategically located in the dynamic region, 
she established her own Interior Design consultancy firm “Isabelle Miaja and 
Associates ” (IMA), specialising in Boutique hotels and High end residential projects.

“Part of creativity is connecting and synthesising new things. That has always been 
the fundamental way of Miaja Design and now I am excited to bring that vision to 
another audience. Through Miaja Gallery we will offer inspiring pieces in art and 
design for collectors to enjoy as a lifestyle.”

Miaja Gallery is one of Singapore’s newest Art and Design galleries, housed in a 1300 
square foot historical shop house. The space offers a unique environment for ongoing 
exhibitions where Art meets Design in a synergetic approach to curating. It envisions 
itself to be an integral part of the Art and Design movement in Singapore. BThis is a 
new art gallery where people can enjoy and partake in the creative works of 
designers, craftsmen and artisans, it is their goal to eventually create opportunities 
where French and Singaporean artists can freely come up with a unique and fresh 
collaboration showcasing Art within the every day.

Miaja Gallery (MG), the new art gallery in Singapore, by Maison Miaja, opened to the 
public last week with its first exhibition titled “The House That Miaja Built”. Born from 
a passion for the “unique and distinctive”, Miaja Gallery is the consequence of the 
natural evolution of Miaja Design Group, a pioneer of stylistic design on the Singapore 
creative ecosystem for the past 20 years, founded by French designer, Isabelle Miaja.
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